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Abstract
The wavefront quality of reconstructions from thick holographic optical elements
(HOEs) is examined both theoretically and experimentally. The goal of this thesis is to
verify the equations of the third-order aberration of
HOE'
s by direcdy examining the
reconstructed wavefront. In addition, possible limitations of holographic materials on HOE
performance at low F-numbers and for various recording geometries are determined. The
third objective is to test the wavelength shift aberration and to establish the extent to which
misalignment can be used to compensate the aberration due to a shift in wavelength.
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1 . Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Aberrations of a HOE
A hologram can be used in place of a normal optical component such as a prism or a
lens, like conventional optical lenses, holographic optical elements (HOEs) exhibit
aberrations. The definition of aberration of aHOE is identical to those for conventional
optical systems: the aberration is the deviation of a real reconstructed wavefront from a
spherical reference wavefront at the exit pupil.
Before the concept ofHOE, aberrations of point source holograms were studied by
Meier (1965). Based on the phase relationship of the reconstructed wavefront and the
recording and illuminating wavefronts, he deduced expressions for the aberration
coefficients of a point image in the paraxial region.
Champagne's (1965) analysis was more general in that it was not confined to the
paraxial region. He derived equations of the gaussian image position of a hologram and its
third-order aberration coefficients in terms of experimental parameters. In his study, he
assumed that the hologram was in the x,y plane with optical axis on the z axis, and defined
the coordinate geometry of a point source Q as shown in Fig. 1.1 :
Q(Xq,Yq,Zq)
Fig 1.1 Coordinate geometry of an arbitrary point source Q in front of hologram plane
The distance R is distance measured between the point source and the optical center of
hologram. The angles a, (3 represent the relative direction of the point source to the axis of
the hologram. The subscript q is replaced by o, r, c, or i to denote the position of the
object, reference source, construction source, and image respectively.
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where a, P, and R with different subscripts corresponded to angles and radii illustrated in
Fig. 1.1. The positive or negative sign yields a virtual image or a real image respectively.
u. is the ratio of the construction wavelength to the recording wavelength andm is the
scaling factor by which the fringe spacing was
increased or decreased. The factorm will
be not unity if an enlargement or a reduction of the recording coordinates of the hologram
before reconstruction transforms the hologram into a new coordinates.
The coefficients S, C andA represent aberration coefficients of spherical, coma,
and astigmatism respectively. For simplicity, only considering the point sources or beams
in the x,z plane, P was zero, the three gaussian image equations simplify to two, and
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The deviation A of the wavefront from the gaussian sphere may be written as:
A = -^-S+|x3C-|x2A
8 2 2 (1.1.7)
where x is the aperture size of the hologram
Champagne's mathematical expressions for the aberration of hologram show that a
difference between the geometries of the illumination beam and recording reference beam
will introduce misalignment aberrations into the reconstructed image, and the difference
between the reconstruction wavelength and recording wavelength will introduce the
wavelength shift aberration into the reconstructed image. The aberration A value can be
calculated by the use of equations 1.1.1 to 1.1.7. through substitution of the geometric
parameters of construction and reconstruction beams and the wavelength shift factor (i.
Higher-order aberration coefficients of the point source hologram were also
described byMehta (1982) in terms of experimental parameters.
By constraining Uluminating beam parameters in their experiments,
Champagne(1965) and Banyasz (1988) obtained some measurements of the third-order
misalignment aberration of astigmatism and coma by observing the intensity distributions
of a point image. Their quantitative results were obtained by measuring the sizes of images
recorded on photographic film. This kind of measurement can not achieve sub-wavelength
accuracy.
Based on Champagne's theory, Latta (1971) developed a technique for balancing
the wavelength shift aberration of an off-axis hologram. The principle of balancing the
wavelength shift aberration was based on the introduction two requirements on the
aberrations: that coma is zero over the whole aperture and that the maximum value of
spherical aberration is equal and opposite in sign to the maximum astigmatic aberration.
After the geometry of reconstruction and reconstructed beams was determined, the other
two geometrical parameters of the recording beams could be calculated from the gaussian
image equations and aberration coefficients. This resulted in the optimum recording
geometry necessary for obtaining an image
whose wavefront would have minimum
aberrations when a wavelength shift was present.
Besides the misalignment aberration and wavelength shift aberration, aberrations of
HOE can be caused by limitation in recording material. The variations in film emulsion
thickness and characteristic of nonlinear exposure recording can also degrade the HOE
performance. Gara (1971) pointed that high-order terms of the phase delay due to the
variation of emulsion thickness would seriously affect the reconstruction of wavefront.
However, any first-order thickness variations (z'.e.wedge-shaped)
will not affect the
precision of reconstruction but tilt the reconstructedwavefront Other than nonuniformity
ofmaterial, the nonlinearity ofmaterial or other limitations could affect the hologram
performance. The effects of nonlinearities on the reconstructed image may be divided into
intrinsic nonlinear effects andmaterial nonlinear effects. The intrinsic nonlinearity results
higher order diffraction image and the additional disturbance terms in the total reconstructed
wavefront which is propagated along the first-order image. It is generally unimportant so
long as the higher order images do not overlap the first-order images. The additional
disturbance terms along the first-order image depend on the object shape. If the object is a
point, these terms have no effects. Material nonlinearity is due to nonlinear response of the
refractive index modulation and the fringe spacings to exposure. Urbach (1969) indicated
that thematerial nonlinearity could either aggravate or partly compensate the deleterious
effects of intrinsic nonlinearities. However, it was too complicated to find out the
theoretical function of thematerial nonlinearity. The effect of the material nonlinear
response on the volume phase hologram was a question.
1.1.2 Thick phase hologram
Holograms can be classified as thin or thick according to the rates of emulsion
thickness to the fringe spacing. The distinction between thick and thin holograms is
usually made by means of the Q-parameter:
2%Xd
Q =
where X is illumination wavelength, n is the refractive index of the recording material, d is
emulsion thickness, and A is fringe spacing. A hologram is defined to be thick Q>10 i.e.
Interference patterns in a thick phase hologram usually are in the form of a spatial
modulation of either the refractive index or the absorption constantmedium The
modulation usually can be expressed as:
nQ= n+n cos (K X)





where nl, al are the refractive index and absorption modulation. K is grating vector which
is perpendicular to the fringe planes and its value is equal to 2k over period of the grating
A. X is the position vector.
When a thick phase hologram is recorded, fringe orientation is determined by the
relative angles of two recording beams. Assuming that the object and the reference sources
are located at infinity, relationships between fringe direction and recording geometry are
shown in Fig. 1.2.
frins*
a.Transmission hologram b.Reflection hologram
Fig 1.2 Relationship between recording beam angles and fringe directions
where 9 1, 02 are angles between the two recording beams and the axis (normal)
of the
hologram, as shown in Fig. 1.2 the angle y of the fringe is
given by:
For general analysis, fringe planes are assumed to be oriented
perpendicular to the
plane of incidence and slanting with respect
to the medium boundaries at the angle <|> as
shown in Fig. 1.3.
Fig 1.3 Diagram of a thick grating
where the <|> is the angle between K vector and the axis (normal) of the grating. The sum of
\|/ and <() is 90 degrees. Then the Bragg condition defined as:




where Go is the Bragg angle. P is the average propagation constant, 27tn/X,. n is the
refractive index. If the reconstruction beam angle and wavelength satisfies the Bragg
condition, the diffracted beam can be reconstructed efficiently. Kogelnik (1960) gave a
complete discussion of diffraction efficiency for all types of thick gratings. For a thick




















where Go is the Bragg angle. AG is the deviation of the iUuminating beam angle from the
Bragg angle, d is the thickness of the emulsion, ni is the modulation of refractive index.
When the Bragg condition is satisfied and the fringe is not slanted (i.e.\)/=0), the


















When the reconstruction wavelength is different from the recording wavelength, the
Bragg angle will not be the same as the recording
angle. If the reconstruction beam is
misaligned, or of differentwavelength, the reconstructed image of the thick phase
hologram will exhibit aberrations like a thin hologram. There is no special theory for thick
hologram aberrations. The aberration of a thick hologram and image geometry are
considered to depend on the two-dimensional grating structure across the surface of the
hologram, and its diffraction efficiency is determined by the three-dimensional volume
distribution of fringes. Based on this thick hologrammodel, some methods forminimizing
aberrations and increasing diffraction efficiency were developed which include the use of
an intermediate hologram (Amitai 1988), and different ray tracing procedures (Latta 1979),
(Rafael Villa 1988).
1.1.3 Shrinkage effects
Vilkomerson (1967) gave amodel for shrinkage effect of volume holograms. In
his model, shrinkage causes changes of the fringe slant angles, but does not affect the
surface structure of the hologram.
a. Before shrinkage b. After shrinkage
Fig. 1.4 Shrinkage effect on the fringe direction
As shown in Fig1.4 a.b, the surface fringe spacing y
is constant, but the fringe slant angle
and spacing are different
before and after shrinkage. Because of this change, the K vector
and $ in the Bragg condition equation are
changed. The incident angle or wavelength
should be changed to satisfy the new Bragg condition to achieve the
maximum efficiency.
When obtaining themaximum intensity of a point image, Vilkomerson calculated the
shrinkage scaling factor bymeasuring the tilt angle of the hologram.
Shrinkage and swelling are often inevitable for volume holograms. Typical values
of shrinkage seating factor of photopolymermaterials have been the region 10% to 18%
(Booth 1975,William 1988). A new commercial photopolymermaterial is used for
recording the HOEs in this experiment which is reported to have a scaling factor due to
shrinkage of approximate 3%.
For the review of the background of the aberration theory and the properties of the
thick holograms, we can see that aberration theory deduced by the phase relationship of
construction and reconstruction waves has been partially verified by observing the intensity
distribution of the point image geometrically by thin holograms. For thick holograms, it is
possible that the volume emulsion will have an additional aberration effect on the HOE
performance. The work described in this paper is to verify the aberration theory with thick
HOEs by using a different method. That is, after introducing accurate amounts ofHOE
misalignment or shift in the wavelength of the illumination source, quantitative
measurements of aberrations of thick phaseHOE in the order of wavelengths are obtained
by direcdy examining the phase characteristics of reconstructed wavefront. In this
research, the HOEs are recorded with a new photopolymer material at low F-numbers (2.5
and 2.9) for various recording geometries. Besides the emulsion nonuniformity effect,
other thick phase material limitations on aberration ofHOEs are also tested at low
F-
numbers. In the meantime, shrinkage effects of thick hologram materials on HOE
aberrations are studied both theoretically and experimentally. To balance the existing
wavelength shift aberration, a simple tilt of theHOE is introduced to see if the wavelength
shift aberration could be eliminated by simply changing the iUuminating beam angle.
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1.2 Theory and method of aberration analysis
The wavefront aberration of an HOE is the optical path difference between the
reconstructed wavefront and the reference wavefront at the exit pupil of the HOE. The
optical path difference can bemeasured by an interferometer. The interferometer generates
an interferogram or a fringe pattern by interfering the reconstructed wavefront and the
reference wavefront The interferogram can be geometrically analyzed to calculate the
optical path difference.
An analytical expression for the optical path difference can also be written in a form
of a function of the pupil point w(x,y). This wavefront error can be quantified by fitting a
two-dimensional polynomial such as Seidel polynomial or Zernike polynomial. The
various terms of these polynomials represent types of aberration, such as spherical, coma,
astigmatism etc. The polynomials can be obtained by analyzing the interferogram of the
reconstructed wavefront ofHOE. Many computer programs are available which can
digitize an interferogram and obtain the polynomial coefficients by image analysis.
The wavefront error w(x,y) and the real amplitude distribution A(x,y) across the
exit pupil can be used to represent the pupil function of the HOE as
P(x,y)=A(x,y)exp [ (2tci / X)w(x,y) ] 1.2.1
The point spread function (PSF) ofHOE can be obtained by the Fourier transform of the
pupil function. A figure ofmerit for image quality is the Strehl ratio, which is defined as
the intensity of central maximum ofPSF at best diffraction focus divided by the intensity of
the central maximum of the PSF in the absence of aberrations. The Strehl ratio of the point
spread function can be used to characterize the image quality of a system by a single
number.
In this experiment, the reconstructed wavefront of the HOE is planar. This
reconstructed wavefront interferes with a plane reference wavefront to form an
interferogram. The interferogram is analyzed by commercial computer software. The
aberration coefficients and PSF of the lens can be obtained by the use of the computer
1 1
fringe interpretation system. The real amplitude distribution ofwavefront is the function
of the position of the exit pupil . Since Champagne's aberration coefficient equations were
deducedwith the assumption of a constant real amplitude distribution, the variation of the
amplitude distribution in experiments is ignored by setting the intensitymodel of the
computer interpretation system to be constant across the test aperture. Thus the result from
the experiment will represent only the wavefront error of the HOE.
1.3 The interferometric system
The configuration of the interferometer is shown in
Fig. 1.5.
Mrror
Beam splitter 2 //





Fig 1.5 Diagram of interferometry system
When the laser is operated at a single wavelength of 488 nm, its maximum emitted
power is lwatt/cm^. This wavelength is used to record HOEs in the experiment
The interferometric system consists of three beams with roughly the identical optical
path length. The first beam passes through a spatial filter to tiluminate the film direcdy.
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The second passes through a spatial filter and a lens of diameter 50 mm to form a
collimated beam. These two beams are used to recordHOEs. The third beam passes
through collimator to produce a plane reference wavefront which has a deformation of less
than X/8 across a two-inch aperture. This reference beam will interfere with those
reconstructed beams to form an interferogram.
The two beam splitters are two circular linear-wedge neutral-density filters. The
relative intensities of three beams can be adjusted by simply rotating those gradient filters.
The holographic film is positioned on a rotation stage with an accuracy of one minute of
arc.
It has been demonstrated that this interferometer can make diffraction limitedHOEs
(F#/5)with silver halide holographic film with aHe-Ne laser as the light source . It has
also been reported that the stability of the interferometry system is less than the one-
fifteenth of a wavelength over a test time of several minutes (Sumner, 1990).
1.4 Computer interferogram interpretation system
The interferograms are analyzed by a computer interferogram analysis system
which is marketed byWYKO corporation. The system consists of a IBM compatible
personal computer, a CCD camera, an image frame grabber, and a software parkage named
Wisp.
TheWisp software analyzed the digitized image to generate the reconstructed
wavefront error in terms of the Zernike polynomial coefficients, Seidel aberrations in the
units of a wavelength, the point spread function and its Strehl ratio etc. The system allows
user to set the intensity across the test aperture to be a constant or a gaussian distribution,
and also allows subtraction of pair of any digitized interferograms.
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1.5 Film characteristic
The HOEs used in the experiment are recorded with Du Pont photopolymer
holographic film (Weber 1990). The film is composed of dye, initiator, acrylic monomers,
and polymeric film forming binder. During the hologram recording process, the monomer
polymerization occurs and proceeds rapidly in regions exposed to bright interference
fringes. As the monomer level is depleted by polymerization, fresh monomer diffuses in
from neighboring dark regions, thus yields chemical concentration and density gradients
which result in refractive indexmodulation.
A final overall nonimagewise exposure serves to polymerize the remaining
monomer and fix the hologram image. When theHOE performance is evaluated, the fixing
process can be done in situ to avoid introducing misalignment aberrations.
Shrinkage, or a decrease in molecular volume, occurs when the monomers convert
to polymers. The shrinkage scaling factor is approximate 3%. The transmission
holographic film 150 used in experiment has a photospeed of 100 mJ/cm^ and recording
resolution 500-5000 lp/mm. Its nominal coating thickness is 38 microns and it is sensitized
at wavelengths of 488 nm and 514 nm. It has been reported that the maximum diffraction
efficiency can reach 100% during the exposure, and the finial maximum stable diffraction
efficiency is 24% with overmodulation when a grating
is recorded with two beams at 15
degrees to the normal. The reflection holographic film OmniDex 325 has a photospeed of
30mj/cm2. Its nominal coating thickness is 25 microns. It has
been reported that its first-
order diffraction efficiency can be as high as 100% after the grating
was heated in oven.
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2. Method
2.1 Laminating the film
The photopolymer holographic films provided by theDu Pont company are in the
format of 9x1 1 inch flexible sheets. The film emulsion is sandwiched by mylar bases.
The mylar base is birefringent and the orientation of its optical axes is unknown. If a
linearly polarized laser beam first ittuminates the mylar and then the emulsion, the
polarization state of the laser beam changes as the laser beam transmits through the mylar.
The change in the polarization state will affect the interference between the reference beam
and object beam. For an extreme case, if the two beam polarization directions are
orthogonal, there will be no interference at all. But if the polarization direction of the laser
beam is parallel or perpendicular to optical axes of the mylar, the mylar layer will not
change the polarization state of the laser beam.
The best way to maintain the state of linear polarization of the laser beam is to
illuminate the emulsion first in the recording process ofHOE. For transmission HOEs,
this can be realized since both reference and object beams are on the same side of the film.
But when recording reflection HOEs, the recording beams are incident
from both sides of
the film, and thus one beam has to pass the mylar first. It is necessary to check the optical
axis direction of themylar before laminating the film so that the optical axis of the mylar is
parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the laser beam.
The optical axis of the mylar is located in the dark room by the use of two pieces of
polarizer whose polarization directions are perpendicular to each other. The film is rotated
between the two cross polarizers until the intensity of the transmitted light becomes
minimum. At this point the optical axis direction of the mylar base is the same as one of
polarizers. The film is cut in either polarizer direction and is rolled on to a clean glass with
a rubber roller.
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2.2 Selection of the HOE type
Before the experiment several reflection and transmissionHOEs were recorded
and analyzed to determined which type HOE to be used in this research. Fig 2.2 a, b show
the recording geometries of both types ofHOEs. The reflection hologram was recorded
with two beams from different sides of the hologram. The transmission hologramwas




a.Reflection HOE b.Transmission HOE
Fig 2.2 Recording geometries of HOEs
AfterHOEs were made, they were illuminated by their original recording spherical
object beams consecutively as shown in Fig 2.3 a,b.
Objective beam Objective beam
a.Reflection HOE b. Transmission
HOE
Fig 2.3 Reconstruction geometries
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The reconstructed reference beams were to be used to analyze the nonlinear effects onHOE
performance and aberrations ofHOEs.
With the reflection HOEs, the reconstructed beam intensity was very small at the
original recording angle. The reconstructed wave was not strong enough to form an
interferogramwith a reference wave. The intensity of the reconstructed beam increased
gradually as theHOE was tilted in the clockwise direction, and reached amaximum at a tilt
angle around 10 to 15 degrees. Aberrations of the HOE were so large at that angle that they
exceeded the analysis ability of the computer system.
It is obvious that the Bragg angle of the reflection HOE was changed away from the
recording object beam angle due to the shrinkage of the film. Since reflection HOE was
recorded with beams coming from different sides of the film, fringes in the emulsion were
almost parallel to the plane of the film surface as shown in Fig 1.2 b. Even with the same
shrinkage scaling factor (i.e. 3%) as the transmission HOEs, fringe spacings decrease
dramatically and led to a change of the Bragg angle. This change of the Bragg angle made
the reconstructed wavefront of reflection HOE be too weak to be used to analyze the
recording material nonlinear effects and the
aberration ofHOE. Thus the reflectionHOEs
could not be used to analyze the aberrations ofHOE with this method.
The reconstructed beam intensity of transmission HOE was very strong at its
original reconstruction geometry and it did not change very much when the HOE was tilted
in a small angle. Fringes in a transmission HOE are almost perpendicular to the film
surface plane or have small angles to the axis of the HOE as shown in
Fig 1.2 a. When the film shrank, spacings
of fringes changed little. The change in Bragg
angle was small and the diffraction efficiency was not severely affected by the shrinkage of
the film The reconstructed beam is strong enough to be used to analyze
material nonlinear
effects and the aberrations ofHOE. Thus
transmission HOE is used in the experiments.
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2.3 Experimental recording geometry parameters
After selecting the transmission HOE for this study, there are two additional
considerations in detennining the final parameters of experimental recording geometry.
The first is diffraction efficiency. Equation 1.1.12 shows that the diffraction efficiency of
an unslanted grating is a function of recording beam angle. After substituting parameters of
the recording wavelength, thickness of emulsion, and the modulation index into the
equation, the relationship between the diffraction efficiency and the recording angle is













Recording angle in degree
Fig. 2.3 Diffraction efficiency of unslanted grating
as a function of recording angles
where the values of refractive indexmodulation n2 and n3 are given byWeber (1990).
Weber's paper described the characteristic ofDu Pont
photopolymer holographic film. He
showed that when a non-slanting grating was
recorded and the two recording beams to film
normal is 15, the final diffraction of the grating was
24%. By the use of the experiment
result the modulation refractive
index n= 0.0066 was calculated. Howeverwhen the
diffraction efficiency equation
(equation 1.1.12 listed in this paper) of transmission
non-
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slanted gratings was used to obtain this result, the cosG term in the equation was missed by
the author. In their experiment, the original Bragg angle G is 15. Thus if the correct
equation was used, with the 24% diffraction efficiency the grating should have refractive
index modulation nl=0.0021 instead of 0.0066. Thus nl in Fig. 2.3 is different from the
value provided by the reference.
We can see that from the Fig.2.3 when recording angle is in the region
0 to 45,
diffraction efficiencies have relatively constant values for each refractive modulation index
of the film. When the recording angle is larger than 45, the diffraction efficiency can
change rapidly over a small change of the beam angle.
Since fringe slanting angles of transmission HOEs are very small, the diffraction
efficiency is approximately equivalent to that of non-slanted gratings. However the two
recording beam angles over the HOE aperture are not a constant When recording aHOE,
we can not take the risk to choose the recording angle larger than 40. Otherwise the
different areas on the HOE may possibly have vary diffraction efficiencies. In this
research, a recording angle of
15 is chosen to avoid this problem.
The second consideration is to make two different recording geometries such that it
is possible to test the shrinkage effect on the diffraction efficiency and to calculate
shrinkage scaling factor of the film. The shrinkage effect on reflection HOE indicated that
the fringe slanting angle on the film was very critical to the diffraction efficiency of the
HOE. Thus two different recording geometries are chosen to obtain two different fringe
slanting angles for two HOEs. The two recording
geometries are selected as shown in
Fig. 2.4 a,b.
19




a. Symmetric recording geometry, b. Asymmetric recording geometry
Fig 2.4 Two HOE recording geometries
The first is the symmetric recording geometry. HOEs are recorded with the interfering
beam planed symmetric to the normal along the bisector of the object -HOE -reference angle
as shown in Fig 2.6 a. The second recording geometry is not symmetric. HOEs are
recorded with the normal of the HOE along the collimated reference beam and with a 30
degree angle to the object beam as shown in Fig 2.6 b. For symmetrically recorded
HOEs, angles between fringes and the axis ofHOE are near or equal to zero. Shrinkage of
the emulsion should not change with the fringe spacings or the Bragg angle. For
asymmetrically recorded HOEs, fringe slanting angles vary from
8.8 to 20. Shrinkage
of the emulsion should reduce the fringe spacing to change the Bragg angle of the HOE.
Thus after film shrinkage, two different recording geometries should yield different effects
on the diffraction efficiency .
The angle between the two recording beams is adjusted to 30 degrees . The
symmetric and asymmetric recording conditions




Due to the limitation of laser power and the need for recording the low F-number
HOEs, the configuration of the two recording beams of the interferometer is adjusted
before recording HOEs. For recording reference beam, its 40x, NA=0.65 objective which
was used to obtain a uniform intensity of recording reference beam was replaced by a lOx,
NA=0.30 objective. With the new objective, most of the energy expanded by the spatial
filter was collected by the collimator lens to obtain a high intensity of recorded light After
this change the reference beam had a near-gaussian intensity distribution which was
typically in the region 1.1
mw/cm2
to 1 .4 mw/cm2 The peak value of the intensity of the
beam can be placed close to the edge of the aperture by adjusting the spatial filter slighdy.
For the object beam path, the distance between the center of theHOE and the object
(focal length ofHOE) was adjusted to be as short as possible to record a lower F-number
HOE. But the decrease of the distance made the intensity distribution of the object wave on
the film become less uniform. Since the intensity ratio should be nearly 1:1 to obtain high
diffraction efficiency, the intensity of the spherical object beam on the film should match
the intensity of the recording reference beam. Thus the distance between the center point
ofHOE and the object can not be less than 12.7mm to make the intensity distribution on the
film notmatch that of the reference beam. This intensity distribution requirement on the
film limited the F-number of the HOE. With the distance equal to 12.7 mm, the final
spherical beam intensity distribution on the HOE surface is
l.lmw/cm2 to 1.5 mw/cm2-
which approximatelymatched the intensity of reference recording beam quite well. With
the collimator aperture of 50mm and the focal length ofHOE equal to 12.7 mm,
symmetrically recorded HOEs had a
F-number of 2.5 and the asymmetrically recorded
HOEs had a F-number of 2.9.
After these adjustments, an exposure time of 50 seconds was required to record the
HOEs. This exposure time is long enough for airmotion to blur the fringe modulation on
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the film. To prevent this, a plastic curtain was used to cover the interferometer
environment to prevent the air disturbance around the interferometer.
After exposure, HOEs were kept on the frame and fixed by the ultraviolet lamp
UVL21(^=366nm) at a distance of 15 cm for about 20minutes.
2.5 Test material limitations on HOE performance
The configuration ofmeasuringmaterial limitations on HOE is shown in






Wnvefront with liemdtioon caused ly
glass and emulsion, nonuniformity and
other material limitations
a. Configuration to obtain the aberration caused by
glass and film thickness nonuniformity and other material limitations
third reference beam
collimated beam interferogram #2
/
screen
Vavefronl with aberration of glass
Mid emulsion thickness nonuniformity
b. Configuration to obtain only aberration of glass and
film thickness nonuniformity
Fig.2.5 Configuration for examining the material nonlinear
effects on HOE performance
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A duplicate of the spherical object beam was used to reconstruct the HOE. The
third reference beam was introduced to form interferogram #1 with the reconstructed beam
as shown in Fig 2.5 a. The duplicate reference beam passed through the HOE and formed
the interferogram #2 with the third reference beam as shown in Fig.2.5 b. Both
interferograms were analyzed by the computer analysis system to obtain the aberrations.
Aberrations of interferogram #1 were caused by the substrata (glass) and film thickness
nonuniformity and other possible material limitations i.e. the film nonlinear response of the
exposure. Aberrations of interferogram #2 were caused only by the glass and the film
nonuniformity. Thus other possible material limitations on the HOE performance with
measurement error were obtained by subtracting the wavefront aberration of interferogram
#2 from the wavefront aberration of interferogram #1. The result of the aberration was
expressed in the form of the third-order aberration coefficients and the Strehl ratio of point
spread function ofHOE.
Thematerial nonuniformity effect on theHOE performance can be obtained by
substituting the glass aberration from aberrations of interferogram #2. The glass
nonuniformity effect can be obtained with the configuration shown in Fig.2.5 b. by peeling
off the film from the glass. Then the aberration caused by emulsion nonuniformity can
obtained by subtracting the glass aberration from the result of interferogram #2. Since the
lenses have to keep on the glass plate formisalignment aberration measurement, the
nonuniformity of emulsion was not
measured in the experiment
Three symmetrical HOEs and four asymmetrical HOEs were recorded and
examined in the same configuration. The size of examining aperture was limited by the
beam splitter #3 which was used to combine the third reference beam with the testing
reconstructed beam. The maximum aperture obtained was 40 mm.
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2.6 Measurement of misalignment aberration
After obtaining the result ofother possiblematerial limitation effect on theHOE
performance, the asymmetrically recordedHOEs were tilted in clockwise direction (along
the horizontal plane) and illuminated by the original spherical object beam. As the HOE
tilted, the reconstruction geometry was different from the recording geometry.
Misalignment aberration was thus introduced and the aberration increased as theHOE tilt
angle increased.
The configuration for measuring the misalignment aberration was the same as that
for measuring material limitations on HOEs. The reconstructed wavefront aberration
consisted of aberrations caused by misalignment, glass and film thickness nonuniformity,
and other possible limitations of the film. The aberration of the glass and the film thickness
nonuniformity were subtracted from the reconstructed wave as before. Thus the final Tesult
represented only themisalignment aberration and other possible limitations of the film.
Since aberration due to material limitations was very small compared to the misalignment
aberration, the aberration caused by material limitations was neglected and the misalignment
aberration was thus measured.
When the HOE tilt angle approached to
20'
(minutes), the aberration causes so
many fringes along the edge of its
interferogram that the computer analysis system can not
measure these fringes. As the tilt angle ofHOE increases, the resolvable aperture size (the
examining aperture) of the
interferogram pattern became smaller and smaller. Due to this
limitation, the diameter of the examining aperture was reduced to a third of the HOE
aperture in this experiment. With this reduced examining aperture, the computer analysis
system was able to resolve the fringes when the HOE tilts 45', which is the maximum
angle of interest in this research. The misalignment aberration and its diffraction efficiency
weremeasured at intervals ofHOE tilt angle of five minutes of arc.
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2.7 Measurement of the diffraction efficiency
Diffraction efficiency is defined by the ratio of the intensity of reconstructed beam
to the intensity of reconstruction beam. The configuration formeasuring intensities in the










b. Measurement of the incident beam intensity
Fig 2.6 The diagram formeasuring
the diffraction efficiency
The reconstructed beam and the
reconstruction beam are focused by a conventional lens.
Thus the diffraction efficiency obtained is
the average diffraction efficiency over the entire
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aperture of theHOE. The attenuations of the diffraction beam by glass is eliminated by
measuring both intensities of the reconstructed beam and reconstruction beam behind the
glass. An iris in front of the film keeps the tilumination area the same as or smaller than the
HOE aperture.
2.8 Measuring the Wavelength shift aberration
To measure the wavelength shift aberration, several new asymmetric HOEs were
recorded at wavelength 488 nm. Then the HOE in the original position was illuminated by
the original object beam with a different wavelength. Its reconstructed wavefront exhibited
wavelength shift aberration. With the wavelength shift increasing, the wavelength shift
aberration increased and the reconstructed beam geometry changed gready. The
reconstructed beam was no longer a collimated beam and its reconstructed beam angle was
different from its direction with the original reconstruction wavelength.
With increased wavelength shift aberration, the difficulty of analyzing the
reconstructed wavefront by the computer system also increases. Thus in experiment the
wavelength shifts were chosen to be as small as possible to decrease the aberration. The
wavelengths which were closest to the recording wavelength (488 nm) were chosen to
reconstruct the HOE in experiment. These are 496nm and 476 nm.
When the reconstructed wavefront interferes with the third reference beam in a
similar figure to that formeasurement of the misalignment aberration, the interferogram
exhibited many circular fringes. The
curvature of the reconstructed wavefront was no
longer zero i.e. the wavefront was not a planar. If the third reference beam was still used
to form an interferogram, the small fringe spacings over the entire aperture exceed the
resolution of the computer analysis system. Thus the recording reference beam was
introduced into the experiment as an adjustable reference beam to form an interferogram





Focus Point of collimator
New Reference
vavefront
Fig 2.9 Configuration ofmeasuring the wavelength shift aberration
Tomake the reference wavefront match the curvature and the direction of the
reconstructed wavefront, it is necessary to defocus the point light source (spatial filter) of
the collimator in transverse and longitudinal directions. This reference beam interfered
with the reconstructed beam and formed an interferogram which was capable of being
analyzed. Since both reference beam and reconstructed beam passed through the glass and
the film emulsion, the aberration due to their thickness nonuniformity was eliminated
automatically. The interferogram presents the difference profile between the reconstructed
wavefront and the reference wavefront. This interferogram was analyzed by the computer
system and the wavelength shift aberration was obtained.
Wavelength shift aberrations ofHOEs are examined in two apertures for both
wavelengths in the experiment Measurement results show that a lot of aberrations
presented when the wavelength shifted from 488 nm to 476 nm or 496nm. Even for
F-
number of 8.9, the Strehl ratios of the HOEs were zero.
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2.9 Compensation of wavelength shift aberration with the
misalignment aberration
Thinking about that the wavelength shift aberration and themisalignment aberration
might compensate for each other, the tilt ofHOE along the horizontal plane as before was
introduced after the result of wavelength shift aberration was obtained.
Theoretically if the sum ofHOE aberrations increases when theHOE tilts in one
direction, then it should decrease in another direction. The HOE was tilted slightly in both
directions consecutively to check for the correct direction by the aid of the computer
interpretation system. Once the correct direction was found, the HOE was tilted further in
this direction until theminimum fringe number appeared on the interferogram. At this
point, the aberration of the reconstructed wavefront should be approximately minimum.
Several interferograms around the tilt angle were examined. The final optimal tilt angle was
determined when the result gave maximum value of the Strehl ratio of the interferogram.
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J. Experimental results and analysis
3.1 Material limitations on the HOE performance
AfterHOEs were fixed by a ultraviolet lamp, the reconstructed beam and the
construction (recording) reference beam can form an interferogram. These interferograms
usually contain about halfof a fringe over the whole aperture ofHOEs. This means that
the wavefront deformation contributed by material limitations or by processing might be
about halfof a wavelength. The final quantitative result represented by the third-order
aberration coefficients and Strehl ratio were obtained by examining the reconstructed
wavefront as described in section 2.5. The tests were done no more than 30 minutes after
fixing. Experimental conditions and results for the effect of possible film limitations on
HOE performance are shown in table 3.1 a,b.
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Table 3. 1 Measurement results ofmaterial performance limits







Astig. Coma SA3 RMS Strehl
Ratio
1 2.5 12.7%
6.25 -0.02 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.97
3.17 0.26 0.06 -0.34 0.07 0.84
2 2.5 14.0%
6.25 -0.12 0.06 0.41 0.07 0.90
3.17 0.26 0.13 0.12 -0.09 0.80
3 2.5 14.6% 3.17 -0.29 0.09 -0.00 0.08 0.83







Astig. Coma SA3 RMS Strehl
Ratio
1 2.9 12.0% 3.7 0.10 0.18 -0.14 0.01 0.92
2 2.9 14.0% 3.7 -0.10 0.21 0.09 0.07 0.89
3 2.9 11.5% 3.7 0.09 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.92
4 2.9 10.5% 3.7 0.23 0.01 0.28 0.09 0.86
The HOE F# is the recorded lens F-number. The analysis F# is limited by the size
of the HOE, therefore the analysis F# is always larger than or equal to the HOE F#. The
minimum analysis F# is limited by the size of the beam splitterwhich is used to combine
two waves to form interferograms. The diffraction efficiencies are measured in the original
reconstruction geometries. The Seidel aberrations and the wavefront RMS error are listed
in units ofwavelength. These terms along with the Strehl ratio
ofHOE are the results of
the computer interferogram interpretation system.
TheWisp software displays the Seidel
coefficients of tilt, defocus, astigmatism, coma, and spherical. Then the defocus and the
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tilt of the wavefront were removed in obtaining the root-mean-square error (RMS) of the
wavefront
From the tables we can see that the Strehl ratios of every examinedHOE are larger
than or equal to 0.8 with the test F# of 3. 17 and F# of 3.7. Strehl ratio of 0.8 is usually
taken to correspond to an essentially perfect system, irrespective of the type of aberration.
For symmetrically recorded HOEs, we can see that the Strehl ratios of test F# of
6.25 are larger than that of test F# of 3.17. This probably results from two reasons. The
first is that the test system brings more error as aberrations to the result as the test aperture
increased. The second reason could be that the aberrations ofHOEs increased when their
aperture increased. If comparing the results of symmetric HOEs of test F#/3. 17 with that
of asymmetric HOEs of F#/3.7, (the test aperture size is unchanged) the astigmatisms of
symmetrically recordedHOEs are slighdy larger than that of asymmetrically recorded
HOEs and Strehl ratios of symmetric HOEs are smaller. This result show considerably that
the aberrations of lenses increase as the F# decrease. However, three to four lenses are not
enough to obtain a significant statistical result to show that this result is not due to the
system noise. Other aberrations in both tables appear to be random values for different
HOEs. More likely, these value are due to system measurement noise.
3.2 Observations of diffraction efficiency variation
Diffraction efficiencies ofHOEs obtained in the experiment were usually greater
than 10%. When the HOE was reconstructed at the Bragg angle, the diffraction efficiency
was as high as 24.0%. This value is the same as that provided by the manufacturer.
Experimental results reveal that it is important tomake the intensity ratio of two recording
beams close to 1:1 over the whole HOE aperture. It was always necessary to carefully
adjust the intensity distribution of the collimated reference
beam in experiment before
exposure.
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When symmetrically recordedHOEs were tilted clockwise from the
0'
to 15', their
diffraction efficiencies were approximately unchanged. When the tilt angle of theHOE
increased further, their diffraction efficiencies begin to decrease.
When asymmetrically recordedHOEs were tilted in the clockwise direction, their
diffraction efficiencies increased. When the tilt angles were near
35'
to 40', the diffraction
efficiencies ofHOEs reached themaximum value which was on average 40% more than the
original diffraction efficiency. Diffraction efficiencies of four asymmetric lenses as a















Tilt angle in degree
Fig 3. 1 Measurement results of
diffraction efficiencies ofHOEs
Lens 1 and lens 3 had much higher diffraction
efficiencies than the lens 2 and lens 3
due to better exposure. The ripple of curve
for lens 3 was possibly caused by
misalignment in the other dimension (i.e. rotated).
This lens had beenmoved away from
the frame before measuring its
diffraction efficiency.
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From above results we can see that the average diffraction efficiency of the
symmetrical HOE was the same when its tilt angle change from
0'
to 15'. Shrinkage does
not significandy change the average Bragg angle of symmetrically recordedHOEs. But it





shown in Fig.3. 1. The diffraction efficiencies of the HOEs increase about 40% when the
geometries match the average Bragg condition.
3.3 Shrinkage scaling factor of the film
The shrinkage scaling factor of the film can be deduced from the shrinkagemodel
by the using of the value of the new Bragg angle of asymmetricalHOEs. The object beam
striking on a small area of the HOE can be considered as having a constant incident angle,
which is the same as a grating is recorded. The shrinkage model of a small area of the
asymmetrical recorded HOE is shown in Fig.3.2. After shrinkages the emulsion thickness
t become t', the fringe slanting angle \|/ changes to the \|A But if the surface structure of








Fig 3.2 Shrinkage model for calculating
the shrinkage scaling factor
Before shrinkage, the incident object beam angle G, and fringe slanted angle \|/ of the
asymmetricalHOE have a relation as
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G=2y 3.1
Thus the derivative is related
dG=2 dy 3.2
Thatmeans with \|/ changed, the incident beam angle must be changed to satisfy the new





over whole HOE aperture. Thus the change in average fringe slanted angle





The shrinkage scaling factor, x, is defined as
x=1-t-=1-s
t 3.3
where the s is the ratio of emulsion thickness after shrinkage to before shrinkage. From the




By replacing the \|/ by 6/2, \|/ by G/2+dG/2,





=30 and dG or
40'
into above equations, we can calculate the s
value. Then the shrinkage scaling factor is:
x=l-s=2.4% to 2.7%
This value is of the same order as
provided by the manufacturer.
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3.4 Misalignment aberration






intervals, its misalignment aberrations are measured at a F-number equal to 9.
The final results of astigmatism and coma aberration for the HOE tilting a specific angle
were actually the average result of fourmeasurements taken from the same interferogram
within a half hour. A typical data set is shown in the table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Measurement data for lens 2 with HOE tilt
15'
measure-time 1 2 3 4 Average
Tilt 1.77 2.46 1.40 2.4
Defocus .06 0.09 -0.31 -.33
Astig. -1.94 -2.07 -2.01 -1.88 -1.97
Coma 0.14 0.24 0.16 0.39 0.23
Spherical 0.07 -0.10 0.39 0.42
P-V 2.34 2.48 2.73 2.44 2.50
RMS 0.40 0.43 0.43 0.40 0.42
Strehl ratio 0.00 .00 0.00 0.00
The first column represents various measurement times. The first row lists third-order
aberration terms from theWisp (software of computer analysis system) output.
Aberrations and RMS are listed in the units ofwavelength. The measurement errors of
astigmatism and coma due to airmotion, digitization etc. are reduced by averaging.
The spherical aberration of the experimental measurement results displayed by the
Wisp changed randomly from zero to X/2 even when the
same wavefront was examined in
different times. Similar results were also observed in the experiment of testing the
nonlinearity of thematerial. The results from the display ofWisp also showed that the
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defocus always had very similar absolute values as spherical aberration, but they always
had opposite signs.
The experimental measurement results of astigmatism and coma data are shown in
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Fig. 3.4 Measurements ofComa caused by misalignment
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The theoretical result was calculated from equations 1.1.1 to 1.1.7, the gaussian
image equations, and the third-order aberration coefficients, by substituting geometrical
parameters of asymmetrical recording and the tilt ofHOEs into the equations.
Results show that astigmatism aberration from the experiment fits very well with
the theoretical values. The difference is less than a quarter of a wavelength which is within
the systemmeasurement accuracy. The coma aberration curves show that there are obvious
differences between the theoretical and the experimental values. However this difference is
also less than a quarter of a wavelength. Thus the experimental result is not contradictory
to theoretical values.
Theoretically the misalignment spherical aberration is zero. However, the spherical
aberration from the experimental measurements were random values which were less than a
half of a wavelength. To find out why the spherical aberration appears so noisy, the data
source ofWisp was set to be the Zernike polynomial coefficients. Equivalent Zernike
terms which represented one halfof a wavelength of spherical aberration and defocus of the
same amount but opposite sign. It was shown that the computer system always exhibited
its interpretation result of Strehl ratio more than 0.9. Thatmeans when the computer
interpreting system chooses a polynomial to fit the actual wavefront, it interprets in the way
that defocus and spherical have the opposite signs but with the same absolute value. If
these value are less than or equal to one half of a wavelength, the the wavefront should has
a zero spherical aberration. In other words, the spherical aberration is the noise of the
computer interpretation system when its values are less or equal to one half of a
wavelength. In experiment, the third order spherical aberrations
were always be displayed
less than one half of a wavelength. Thus it can be considered to be zero.
From above analysis we can see that the astigmatism is the dominant aberration
when theHOE tilt is introduced tomatch the maximum diffraction efficiency. When the
HOE tilt angle is
35'
to 40', its diffraction efficiency reaches maximum value. At this
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maximum diffraction efficiency point there are nearly 7 wavelengths of astigmatism, but
less than one halfof a wavelength coma, and no measurable spherical aberration at the test
F#of9.
3.5 Wavelength shift aberration and its compensated result
Asymmetrically recordedHOEs in the original position were reconstructed by the
spherical object beams with wavelength shifts from 488 nm to 496 nm, and at 476 nm
Their reconstructed wavefronts were examined in two different apertures and the results of
wavelength shift aberrations were obtained. These results come from theWisp output
which are listed in the rows withHOE tilt angle being
0'
of bellow three tables. The tables
also list the experimental conditions and other experimental measurement results.










effic. Astig. coma Spher. RMS Strehl
Ratio .
488 0 0 0 3.7 11% 0.1 0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.87
476 5.6k 0 7.0 7.6% -4.2 0.5 0.1 0.8 0.0
7.0 6.3% -0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.91
24.5k 3.4 1.3 3.2 0.5 0.4 0.0
496
29.2'
4.5k 0 7.0 4.0% -4.7 0.6 0.1 0.9 0.0
15'
7.0 5.9% 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.82
19.8k
15'











Astigm Coma Spher. RMS Strehl
Ratio
488 0 0 0 3.7 9.3% -0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.81
476 5.7k 0 6.2 5.6% -5.8 0.8 -0.1 1.2 0
6.2 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.79
24.6k 3.4 -2.0 3.9 -0.7 0.6 0
496
25.8'
4.6k 0 6.2 2.3% -4.7 0.7 0.1 0.9 0
20'
6.2 3.2% 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.8
20.5k
20'










Astigm Coma Spher. RMS Strehl
Ratio
488 0 0 0 3.7 17.9% -0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 L0.91
476 6.7k 0 7.0 16.1% -3.8 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.0
7.0 10.1% -0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.79




5.4k 0 7.0 8.9% -3.3 0.3 0.2
0.7 0.0
14'
7.0 17.1% -0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.88
28.3k
14'
3.1 1-3 2.6 -.07 0.4 0.0
Parameters which represent the examination conditions in tables include the characteristics
of spherical reference wavefronts (O and 8w), the reconstruction wavelengths (illum.k),
and analysis F-numbers (test F#). As shown in Fig 2.9 in section 2.8, 0 is the spherical
reference beam tilt angle, and is equal to the ratio of transverse defocus
of the pinhole to the
focal length of the collimator lens. 5w is optical path difference along the edge of the test
aperture of the spherical reference wavefront to its tangent plane wavefront. The nonzero
HOE tilt angles listed in tables are the optimal angle atwhich wavelength shift
aberration
was balanced by this tilt ofHOE. The aberrations in the same rows represent their
balanced results.
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Experimental results in tables showed that when the wavelength shifted to 496nm,
and the HOE tilt angle was
15'
to 20', the diffraction efficiency of reconstructed wavefront
increased. When the wavelength shifted to the 476 nm, the tilt angle was nearly -20', and
the diffraction efficiency decreased. The diffraction efficiency still increased while HOE tilt
clockwise and vice versa as there were no wavelength shift in reconstruction. With shifts
ofwavelengths, new Bragg angles should be determined by two factors: shrinkage and
wavelength shift. However we can see that when the illumination wavelength is shifted in
6 to 12 nm, the diffraction efficiencies ofHOEs are not affected as severely as the
shrinkage effects. For larger amounts ofwavelength shift, different results may be
obtained.
From these values in the rows with the HOE having a zero tilt angle, we can see
that the reconstructed wavefront have great deformationwhen the reconstruction
wavelength is shifted. Even in a small test aperture with F-number 7, their Strehl ratios are
essentially zero. Aberrations are always larger than 3 wavelengths and the astigmatism is
still the dominant aberration.
From these values in the rows with the HOE having a no zero tilt angle we can also
see that wavelength shift aberrations can be effectively compensated by simply introducing
HOE tilt When HOEs tilt at these angles, their reconstructed wavefront in the F#/7 have
Strehl ratios more than 0.8. More impressive results are three-ctimensional plots of their
point spread functions. The point spread functions ofLens C before and after balancing
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Fig 3.5 PSF ofLens C with test F#/7, the HOE at the original position












Fig 3.6 PSF of lens c with test F#/7, the HOE tilted
14'










-15.27 -7.64 8.88 7.64 15.27
Fig 3.7 PSF of lens c with test F#/3.4, the HOE tilted
14'
and illuminated by 496 nm
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A good performance of the HOE in relative small aperture can be obtained by
simply tilting the HOE. Even in a bigger aperture, though wavelength shift aberration can
not be compensated totally, the final reconstructed wavefront is stillmuch better than that
when the HOE is in the original position.
Theoretical wavelength shift aberration can be calculated by substituting the
wavelength shift scaling factor p into aberration coefficients and the gaussian image
position equations. The calculated results are listed in appendix 2. Comparing these
theoretical results with experimental wavelength shift aberrations, we found that theoretical
aberration values were one to five ofwavelengthsmore than experimental aberration
values. Some of differences were more than 50%. By substituting the wavelength shift




interval into those theoretical
equations, the reconstructed wavefront aberration as the function of the tilt angle can be














































Tilt Angle in Degrees
Wavelength 496
Fig 3.6 Theoretical aberrations as function ofHOE tilt angle






Diagrams show thatwhen the reconstruction wavelength is different from the
construction wavelength, the HOE has a theoretical optimal tilt angle at which its
reconstructed wavefront aberration is zero. When reconstruction wavelength is
496 nm, the calculated optimal tilt angle is 20'. When reconstruction wavelength is
476nm, the calculated optimal tilt angle is -40'. Theminus sign represents tilt in the
clockwise direction. From table 3.3, we can see that the tilt angle is 15'-
20'
for a
reconstruction wavelength of 496nm in experiment, which is close to the theoretical value.
However, the tilt angle of in the experiment is far from the theoretical value at
476nm.
One possible reason for deviation of experimental results from theoretical results for
wavelength shift aberration is possibly because of the experimental measurement accuracy.
Reviewing our experiment procedure, we know that the recording reference wave was
adjusted as a reference wave to test the reconstructed wavefront. The reference wavefront
curvature and tilting were introduced by defocusing of the point source of the collimator in
both transverse and longitude directions. It is possible to introduce off axis aberrations to
the reference wave with the pinhole off the optical axis. Since the configuration of the
interferometer had been changed when the wavelength shift aberration was examined, the
measurementmight not have accuracy like a quarter of a wavelength. The reference
wavefront aberration will direcdy affect the accuracy of aberrationmeasurement of the
reconstructed wavefront.
To examine the quality of the reference wave, when the pinhole of the collimator
was off axis 1.7 to 2.5 mm in transverse as in the experiment, its output wavefront was
examined with aperture diameter 39 mm by introducing the third reference wave of the
interferogram. This reference aperture could be used to test aHOE with F#/3.6 in
experiment. The results fromWisp display are shown in the following form.
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Aberrations of the reference wave used to measure wavelength shift aberration. Test




ASTIG -0.365 62.5 -8.923 um
COMA 0.224 6.5
SA3 0.142
TERMS REMOVED: TILT FOCUS
Fringe Points Statistics
DATA PTS WEDGE PEAK VALLEY P-V RMS
STREHL I
424 1.00 0.277 -0.241 0.518 0.084
0.755
Aberrations of the reference wave used to measure wavelength shift aberration. Test








TERMS REMOVED: TILT FOCUS
Fringe Points Statistics
DATA PTS WEDGE PEAK
VALLEY P-V RMS STREHL RATIO
473 1.00
0.314 -0.398 0.712 0.129 0.520
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We can see that when the point source of the collimator was off axis about
1.70 mm, the reference wavefront hadmore than a quarter of a wavelength aberration. For
small apertures, this reference beam is barely useful. It is obvious that when the pinhole
off axis -2.5, the aberration of reference wavefront was too large to get reliable results.
This can also explain why the discrepancy of the result forwavelength shifting to 476 nm
was much larger than that for wavelength shifting to 496 nm. The reason is the former
reference wavefront had its point source off axis -2.5 which gave more aberration. This is
also the same reason that the optimal angle for wavelength shifting to 476 nm is much more
deviated from the theoretical optimal angle than that forwavelength shifting to 496 nm.
Another possible error source might be that the examined HOE aperture was not
symmetrical to the HOE axis. Since the itiuminating wavelength shifted, the geometry of
reconstructed wave was changed. A large amount of tilt of the reconstructed beam was
introduced. When the reference wave was tilted to match the reconstructed wave, they
overlapped to form an interferogram. The overlapping area was not symmetrical to the axis
of the HOE. Since it was difficult to determine a symmetrical aperture to the HOE axis the
tested aperture was chosen symmetrically at the center point of the overlap area in the
experiment This could make measured aberration values be different from its true value
and from the value calculated from an ideal geometry.
From above analysis we can see that limited by themeasurement accuracy, the
correct quantitative result ofwavelength shift aberration can not be obtained in experiment.
However, the experimental result shows that the asymmetrically recorded HOE has a
optimal tilt angle at which the aberration due to a small wavelength shift in a relative small
aperture can be balanced perfecdy. When the HOE was in its experimental optimal tilt
angle with a lower analysis HOE F-number or a bigger test aperture of reconstructed wave
coma was its dominant aberration. When substituting the bigger aperture diameter or lower
F#/3.4 into the third order aberration coefficients and gaussian image equations, we found
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that the theoretical optimal angle was slighdy changed (about 5') from that of lager
F-
number (F#/7) theoretical value. That mean we can not find a optimal HOE tilt angle make
the third order wavelength shift aberration and misalignment aberration balance perfectly in
whole HOE aperture area. But we should have a tradeoffpoint tominimum the RMS of
the whole reconstructed wavefront. When the aperture becomes bigger, the higher order
aberrations will be more important. The third order aberration compensation theory
possibly is not accurate enough to deal with the problem.
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4. Conclusion
1 . Aberrations of thick phase HOE could be caused by the emulsion thickness
nonuniformity and other possible material timitations (i.e.. probably nonlinear response of
exposure or fixing). The experiment results show that except the material nonuniformity,
other possible limitation of the photopolymer holographic film contributes near 0.25
wavelength aberration to the images of the HOEs with the F-number at 3.17. Since this
amount of aberration is close to the system accuracy, we can conclude that there are not
other possible material limitation to affect the HOE performance under this experiment
condition. To give more significant conclusion for other possible material limitations on
HOE performance, more lens should be tested and lower analysis F-numbers of lenses are
need to approach.
2. The 3rd order misalignment aberration from the experiment give excellent agreement
with the theoretical result for the case of astigmatism and spherical aberration. For coma,
there is some discrepancy between theory and experiment result, but the amount of coma is
small, this discrepancy is within the region of measurement accuracy. Thus this
experiment verified the theoretical third order aberration coefficient equations in accuracy
within a quarter ofwavelength at a lens F-number at 9. This result also show that
misalignment aberrations of the thick phaseHOE can be charactered very well by the
gaussian image equations and aberration coefficients that deduced by thin holograms.
3. Experimental results show that the photopolymer material shrinkage effect can be
described very well by the shrinkage model. The symmetrically recordedHOE has the
same Bragg angle before and
after shrinkage. Thus its original recording geometry is its
ideal reconstruction geometry at which the HOE has maximum diffraction efficiency and




to the shrinkage effect. Thus when the maximum diffraction efficiency was obtained which
was 40% more than the original diffraction efficiency, the misalignment aberration was
introduced and the astigmatism was the dominant aberration in this situation. The
shrinkage scaling factor calculated by a new mathematic model through substituting the
change of the average Bragg angle in experiment fits very well to the value provided by the
manufacturer.
4. The correct quantitative result of the wavelength shift aberration can not obtained due to
the limitation of the experimental conditions. But the wavelength shift aberrations can be
compensated by simply introducing a small tilt to the HOE up to a point. The compensated
HOE in a small aperture ( f#/7 ) can perform as a diffraction limited lens. But the
compensatedHOE in larger aperture (f#/3.4) can not reach diffraction limited performance
due to the high order aberration and the change of the optimal tilt angle with the change of
the aperture diameter of the lens.
5. Furtherwork to do could be to consider the shrinkage effect in the HOE design
technique. The shrinkage will change the Bragg angle in asymmetrically recorded HOE.
Thus when we design a HOE ifwe only consider the wavelength shift factor, the final
result for the maximum diffraction efficiency and the mmimizing aberration can not be
realized due to the existing shrinkage. The shrinkage model, the wavelength shift factor,
the maximum diffraction efficiency condition, and the aberration theory can be considered
together to optimize the HOE design result The high order aberration effect can also be
studied further to extend this work.
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Appendix 1
Coma caused by themisalignment Asymmetrically recorded HOE with examined f#=9
Tilt angle
(degree)
Lens 1 Lens 2 Lens 3 Average Calculated
value
0.000 0.103 0.113 0.145 0.120 0.00000
0.080 0.134 0.117 0.186 0.146 0.05300
0.170 0.165 0.108 0.121 0.131 0.10600
0.250 0.121 0.233 0.241 0.198 0.15900
0.330 0.171 0.227 0.089 0.162 0.22000
0.420 0.134 0.320 0.176 0.210 0.26500
0.500 0.148 0.440 0.242 0.277 0.31800
0.580 0.125 0.428 0.117 0.223 0.37100
0.670 0.155 0.428 0.182 0.255 0.42400
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Lens 1 Lens 2 Lens 3 average calculated
value
0"
0.26 0.12 0.11 0.16 0
5'
0.75 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.81
10'
1.64 1.3 1.16 1.37 1.62
15'
.2.40 1.97 2.46 2.28 2.44
20"
3.07 2.74 3.40 3.07 3.26
25'
4.2 3.00 4.31 3.84 4.08
30'
4.80 5.08 5.23 5.04 4.91
35'
5.49 5.84 5.89 5.74 5.73
40'
6.05 6.70 6.38 6.56
45*
The first column listed the tilt angle of the HOEs with units in minutes. The rest of the data
corresponds to coma or astigmatism aberrations for different lens.
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Appendix 2
Three tables below are the theoretical results of reconstructed wavefront aberration
with theHOE tilt and reconstruction wavelength shift The first column is the tilt angle the
HOE. The other columns are aberrations.
Calculated aberration values for asymmetrical recordedHOE. The illuminating wavelength
















-0.833 -23.052 2.791 0.145 -20.116
-0.750 -21.836 2.688 0.145 -19.003
-0.667 -20.615 2.585 0.145 -17.885
-0.583 19.391 2.482 0.145 -16.764
-0.500 -18.164 2.379 0.145 -15.639
-0.417 -16.932 2.277 0.145 -14.511
-0.333 -15.697 2.174 0.145 -13.378
-0.250 -14.458 2.071 0.145 -12.242
-0.167 -13.215 1.968 0.145 -11.102
-0.083 -11.968 1.865 0.145 -9.959
0.000 -10.718 1.762 0.145 -8.811
0.083 -9.464 1.659 0.145 -7.660
0.167 -8.206 1.556 0.145 -6.506
0.250 -6.945 1.453 0.145 -5.347
0.333 -5.680 1.350 0.145 -4.185
0.417 -4.411 1.247 0.145 -3.019
0.500 -3.138 1.144 0.145 -1.849
0.583 -1.862 1.042 0.145 -0.676
0.667 -0.582 0.939 0.145 0.502
0.750 0.702 0.836 0.145 1.682
0.833 1.989 0.733 0.145 2.867
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Calculated aberration values for asymmetrically recorded HOE with theHOE tilt The















-0.833 -5.566 -0.127 -0.099 -5.792
-0.750 -4.297 -0.234 -0.099 -4.630
-0.667 -3.024 -0.341 -0.099 -3.464
-0.583 -1.748 -0.448 -0.099 -2.295
-0.500 -0.467 -0.556 -0.099 -1.122
-0.417 0.817 -0.663 -0.099 0.055
-0.333 2.105 -0.770 -0.099 1.236
-0.250 3.396 -0.877 -0.099 2.420
-0.167 4.692 -0.985 -0.099 3.609
-0.083 5.991 -1.092 -0.099 4.800
0.000 7.294 -1.199 -0.099 5.996
0.083 8.600 -1.306 -0.099 7.195
0.167 9.911 -1.414 -0.099 8.399
0.250 11.225 -1.521 -0.099 9.605
0.333 12.542 1.628 -0.099 10.816
0.417 13.864 -1.735 -0.099 12.030
0.500 15.189 -1.842 -0.099 13.248
0.583 16.518 -1.950 -0.099 14.470
0.667 17.851 -2.057 -0.099 15.695
0.750 19.187 -2.164 -0.099 16.924
0.833 20.527 -2.271 -0.099 18.157
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Calculated aberration value for asymmetrically recordedHOE with an HOE tilt
















-.833 -12.650 1.055 .000 -11.595
-.750 -11.402 .950 .000 -10.452
-.667 -10.150 .844 .000 -9.306
.583 -8.894 .739 .000 -8.156
-.500 -7.635 .633 .000 -7.002
-.417 -6.372 .528 .000 -5.844
-.333 -5.105 .422 .000 -4.683
-.250 -3.834 .317 .000 -3.518
-.167 -2.560 .211 .000 -2.349
-.083 -1.282 .106 .000 -1.176
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.083 1.286 -.106 .000 1.180
.167 2.575 -.211 .000 2.364
.250 3.868 -.317 .000 3.551
.333 5.165 -.422 .000 4.743
.417 6.465 -.528 .000 5.937
.500 7.769 -.633 .000 7.136
.583 9.077 -.739 .000 8.339
.667 10.389 -.844 .000 9.545
.750 11.704 -.950 .000 10.754
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